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Multi-user immersive experiences (MUIEs)—three-dimensional, digitally rendered environments
where multiple users can interact with other people and virtual objects in real time—present new
content-moderation challenges. Policymakers should work with those developing MUIEs to
balance user safety, privacy, and free expression.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
▪

Augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) technologies allow individuals to communicate in
immersive spaces, thereby creating new content moderation challenges such as
restricting offensive gestures or virtual signs at a private property.

▪

As multi-user immersive experiences (MUIEs) become more popular, not only for
entertainment, but also in educational and professional contexts, more work will be
necessary to create safe and welcoming environments.

▪

Policymakers should take steps while MUIEs are still in their nascent stages, such as by
establishing channels for platforms and law enforcement to work together to identify and
respond to dangerous or illicit content in MUIEs.

▪

They should also strengthen protections against potential harms, including nonconsensual
pornography and other defamatory content, fraud, and threats to child safety, and create
a working group to develop guidance on intellectual property issues.

▪

Finally, policymakers should ensure that intermediary liability protections extend to
providers of MUIEs, and that any changes to intermediary liability law consider the
potential impacts on AR/VR communications platforms and their users.
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INTRODUCTION
For over a century, innovations in communication technologies have often been accompanied by
concerns about the quality and integrity of the conversations they facilitate. For example, in
1844 the telegraph introduced the possibility of near-instantaneous communication across
distances, but Samuel Morse, recognizing the growing political interest in his newly invented
technology, instructed his assistant in Washington DC to “be especially careful not to give a
partisan character to any information you transmit” during the upcoming elections. 1 Radio and
television enabled mass communication with the public, but some feared “hypnotized audiences
falling under the sway of irrational forces like fascism, communism, or even a corrupt and
bankrupt capitalism.” 2 Further technological innovations, from the telephone to
videoconferencing, instant messaging, and social media, engendered new concerns about their
risks and dangers and questions about the role and responsibilities of the intermediaries that
enable these technologies.
Augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) may be the next major phase in this evolution of
communication technologies. In addition to offering immersive experiences for individual users,
such as single-player games or 360-degree videos, many companies are building AR/VR
technologies that will allow users to interact with others within immersive spaces. These multiuser immersive experiences (MUIEs)—three-dimensional, digitally rendered environments where
multiple users can interact with other people and virtual objects in real-time—can transform the
way people connect and share information. As personal tools, they can enhance social
experiences, encourage creative expression, and create new opportunities for knowledge
exchange for a broad, global user base. As enterprise technologies, MUIEs also can enable realtime remote collaboration, enhance training and knowledge retention, and overcome barriers of
physical space to convene participants from around the world for meetings and events.
In some cases, MUIEs may be unmoderated channels for private communications between
individuals—similar to conversations over a telephone or private meetings in a conference
room—in others, MUEIs will be moderated by the platform, the operator of a particular virtual
space (such as an employer), or by other members of the community. MUIEs present unique
moderation scenarios such as:
▪

A group of users “spamming” a virtual space with verbal harassment or hate speech;

▪

A user’s avatar intentionally violating another user’s sense of personal space in a virtual
environment, including through inappropriate actions that simulate sexual harassment or
assault;

▪

Someone creating pornographic content that uses another person’s likeness without their
consent, such as by creating an avatar that has their face and body shape or using
sensitive video footage; or

▪

An individual (or group) using AR to add misinformation or defamatory content to
physical spaces, such as road signs, homes, or storefronts.

Other social platforms, including multiplayer online games, audio-only social media channels,
videoconferencing and live streaming services, and photo-sharing apps, are already raising
similar challenges and offer insights on how MUEIs might respond to hate speech, harassment,
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and other unwelcome communications. 3 MUIEs will need to be accompanied by best practices
for moderating this new medium to address challenges, including:
▪

Developing moderation approaches for not just images, videos, and words, but also novel
forms of digital content such as environments, virtual nonverbal communication by
avatars, and three-dimensional virtual objects;

▪

Creating technical systems that can effectively identify harmful content and differentiate
it from surrounding digital elements (for example, a virtual offensive sign placed on a
virtual table);

▪

Establishing terms of use and other guidelines that allow for multiple uses of a single
platform (such as social gatherings, multiplayer games, and professional collaboration) as
well as varying means of access (such as fully immersive headsets or mobile phones); and

▪

Balancing safety measures (such as monitoring conversations or limiting gestures) with
user privacy and free expression in immersive virtual interactions.

Further complicating these considerations is the wide range of communication that MUIEs can
facilitate, from private conversations with people users know to group interactions with strangers.
MUIEs allow users to communicate with people they have an existing relationship with off the
platform (such as family, friends, and coworkers), as well as strangers where the platform
facilitates the connection. MUEIs allow users to communicate in different formats, including
one-on-one (such as a private conversation), one-to-many (such as publicly sharing content on a
social platform), and many-to-many (such as in a group conversation or a multi-player game).
To create safe and welcoming environments, many MUIEs will require moderation tools designed
to prevent misuse. Instances of users “assaulting” others’ embodied avatars, engaging in
offensive and disruptive activities, or putting others at greater risk of harm in the “real world”
have already arisen on some of the most popular social MUIEs. 4 As user bases continue to
expand, platforms should assume that bad-faith actors will continue to attempt to behave in ways
that could cause emotional distress and real-world harm and take preemptive actions to address
potential instances of misuse. It is important to be prepared for these challenges: “Zoombombing” arose during the COVID-19 pandemic because many organizations quickly began using
videoconferencing services without taking measures to address potential threats. At the same
time, MUIEs offer opportunities for community building, information-sharing, and meaningful
political speech and advocacy, often among individuals who would not be able to meet or
organize in the real world due to physical distance. 5 Over-moderation in response to potential
abuses could stifle these activities.
With MUIEs, third-party platforms will increasingly mediate channels for exercising speech
rights. Without proper consideration for these shifting parameters of speech in immersive spaces,
content moderation approaches—and the policies that enable or restrict them—could have a
chilling effect on individual expression or allow harmful speech to proliferate.
Effective platform self-regulation will be critical, but policymakers should work with industry
leaders to mitigate the greatest potential harms from immersive content. At the same time, they
should ensure platforms have the necessary tools and knowledge to implement content
moderation approaches that protect users from harm while enabling online speech. To this end,
policymakers should take the following actions while MUIEs are still in their nascent stages:
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▪

Establish channels for platforms and law enforcement to work together to identify and
respond to dangerous or illicit content in MUIEs;

▪

Strengthen protections against real-world harms that could arise from activities in MUIEs,
including non-consensual pornography and other defamatory content, fraud, and threats
to child safety;

▪

Ensure intermediary liability protections extend to providers of MUIEs, and that any
changes to intermediary liability law consider the potential impacts on AR/VR
communications platforms;

▪

Create a working group to develop guidance on intellectual property and copyright
protections to promote innovation, fair compensation, and creative expression in
immersive experiences; and

▪

Establish voluntary guidelines for identifying, responding to, and reporting on harmful
content and content moderation activities in MUIEs.

This report reviews the policies and practices in content moderation today that will inform online
speech protections in new communications technologies. It explores the ways in which MUIEs
are similar to existing communications platforms, identifies where they differ, and discusses the
unique challenges that arise from this distinction. It then discusses the broader implication of
these considerations for online speech and free expression in an immersive future and offers
recommendations to policymakers to balance concerns about potential harms with measures to
protect users’ speech rights in immersive spaces.

DEFINING FEATURES OF MUIES
MUIEs can be partially virtual (i.e., AR) or fully immersive (i.e., VR) environments. AR
experiences merge real-world surroundings with virtual elements. In contrast, users in VR
experiences interact within a fully digitally rendered environment, typically through embodied
avatars (virtual representations of themselves that can mirror their physical movements).
Importantly, users may participate in MUIEs with various devices, including mobile devices,
computers, heads-up displays (HUDs) such as glasses or visors, or head-mounted displays
(HMDs) that fully obscure their physical surroundings. MUIEs can serve many purposes,
including as professional collaboration tools and learning environments; as venues for social
gatherings and events; and as platforms for multiplayer games. Many can serve multiple,
overlapping (and sometimes conflicting) purposes. These immersive features and wide range of
use cases differentiate MUIEs from other communications platforms and raise considerations for
content moderation specific to this medium.

Components of MUIEs
Like the devices and underlying technologies that enable them, the individual components of
MUIEs are not necessarily unique. 6 Video conferencing (e.g., Zoom or Microsoft Teams) and
audio chat (e.g., Discord or Clubhouse) platforms, multiplayer games (e.g., Fortnite or World of
Warcraft), 2D virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life or Roblox), and even conventional social media
platforms (e.g., Facebook or Tik Tok) offer similar elements and raise similar concerns. However,
MUIEs require specific considerations for content moderation and online speech because they
combine these elements in ways that other multi-user communications platforms do not.
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Table 1: Comparing components of MUIEs with other digital platforms

Ephemeral

Interactive

Individual

Video conferencing

Yes

No

No

Voice chat

Yes

No

Multiplayer games

Yes

2D virtual worlds

Mediated

Embodied

Physical

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Social media

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Multi-User VR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multi-User AR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

▪

Real-time, ephemeral communication: Because MUIEs are designed to mirror real-world
interactions, much of the content they will moderate will happen in real-time and without
lasting records. This raises challenges similar to those faced by audio and video chat
platforms such as Discord, Zoom, or Clubhouse.

▪

Interactive virtual content: Digital content in MUIEs is not static; it includes immersive
spaces and three-dimensional, interactive objects. In VR, these objects exist in purely
virtual space, and in AR they may also augment or interact with physical surroundings.
This raises challenges similar to those found in 2D virtual environments such as Roblox or
Second Life.

▪

Individualized experiences: MUIEs are driven by user choice and active engagement, rather
than passive observation. Each user will have a unique perception of a virtual experience
and can choose where to go, whom to engage with, and what objects to interact with. This
combines the considerations raised by recommendation algorithms on 2D platforms with
those found in interactive multiplayer games.

▪

Mediated conduct: User behavior is just as important in MUIEs as their digital interactive
elements. MUIE platforms have the ability to restrict user behavior, such as by stopping
avatars from making certain motions. This raises content policy decisions similar to those
in both 2D interactive environments and multiplayer games.

▪

Embodied avatars: In most VR MUIEs, and some AR MUIEs, users will interact with one
another in the form of 3D avatars that mirror the real-world actions of individual users.
This allows for more lifelike experiences, but exacerbates challenges for user safety and
conduct monitoring similar to those raised by 2D platforms that include avatars and firstperson perspective.

▪

Physical experiences: Perhaps the most clearly defining feature of MUIEs is their ability to
merge physical and virtual experiences. VR MUIEs do this through embodied avatars,
which give users the sensation that they are physically experiencing what their avatar sees
and feels. Meanwhile, AR MUIEs create the illusion of virtual objects positioned within
physical space. These features are largely unique to MUIEs.
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Forms of MUIEs
MUIEs cover three general types of services. First, there are social experiences, or the immersive
equivalent of conventional social networking platforms. Also referred to as social VR or AR, these
services allow users to interact with each other one-on-one or in groups of varying sizes, and to
share experiences with virtual objects or environments. 7 For example, a group of friends could
meet in a virtual living room—or in AR, as virtual avatars in each other’s physical space—or
multiple users could share AR artwork in a public park. 8 Second, there are enterprise
collaboration platforms, which are more targeted to professional users. For example, a team of
office workers could hold a meeting in VR, allowing them to communicate “face-to-face” from
different locations, or a group of designers or engineers could remotely share and interact with
3D models using AR. 9
Finally, multiplayer gaming and entertainment platforms are perhaps the most well-known types
of consumer MUIEs. These include games similar to 2D massive multiplayer online games
(MMOs) as well as multi-user entertainment and events similar to livestreamed content on 2D
platforms. 10 For example, users could compete against other players in a virtual battle royale
arena (either fully virtual in VR or overlayed on a physical space in AR), or stand in front of the
stage at a virtual concert. 11
Table 2: Different forms of multi-user immersive experiences (MUIEs)

MUIE Type

Definition

2D Examples

Immersive Examples

Social
experiences

A service that allows
multiple users to
communicate through oneon-one conversations or in
widely accessible for a,
with rules established and
maintained by a platform
provider

Social networking
platforms

Socializing in a virtual
living room; sharing virtual
artwork in a public park

Enterprise
collaboration

A service built to bring
individuals together to
communicate and share
information for
professional purposes,
with some guidelines set
by a platform provider but
with most rules and
enforcement actions
managed by an
organization administrator

Internal communication
and videoconferencing
services

Holding meetings in
virtual spaces;
collaborating remotely
with 3D models and AR

Multiplayer
games &
entertainment

A service that brings
together multiple
individuals for a specific
entertainment purpose,
such as playing a game or
viewing an event

PC or console-based
MMOs, livestreams and
virtual events

Playing immersive battle
royale games; attending a
virtual concert
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These services may also overlap. For example, a social platform could also serve as a tool for
professional networking or enterprise events. Similarly, multiplayer gaming and entertainment
services could offer social features, such as non-combat spaces in a game or the ability to meet
and interact with other attendees at a virtual concert or live event.

Communications Mediated by MUIEs
Because they serve such a wide range of purposes, MUIEs can facilitate multiple forms of
interpersonal interactions. As with the components of MUIEs, the types of interaction are not
unique to this medium. However, immersive experiences are meant to mirror “real world”
interactions—meaning they often facilitate all of these interactions simultaneously across a
single platform.
Interactions in MUIEs can be defined by familiarity as well as scale. Familiarity considers
whether and how individual users may already know one another. Users who are known to one
another and/or have a relationship off-platform (familiars) may require different content
moderation and safety tools than users who were not previously known to one another, and whose
relationship was facilitated by the platform (strangers). Familiars might include friends, family,
colleagues, or new acquaintances. Strangers, on the other hand, could be introduced to one
another via a platform that allows for public interaction or includes matching features, such as
pairing up players in a game.
Table 3: Examples of interactions facilitated by MUIEs and 2D communications platforms

One-to-One
Familiars

• One-on-one conversations

in MUIEs*

• Private video calls
• Direct messaging*

Strangers

One-to-Many

Many-to-Many

• Inviting known users to

• Large-group gatherings

• Sharing virtual content in

• Collaborative projects with

• Photo- and video-sharing
applications*

• Group chats on messaging
services

• Conference call or
videoconference

• MMOs*

virtual environments in
MUIEs
MUIEs*

with known people in
MUIEs

known people in MUIEs

• One-on-one conversations

• Inviting all users to virtual • Large-group gatherings

• Dating apps

• Sharing virtual content in

• Collaborative projects

• Photo-sharing
applications*

• Wikis

• Livestreams and webinars

• MMOs*

in MUIEs*

• Randomized chats
• Direct messaging*

environments in MUIEs

MUIEs*

with strangers in MUIEs

open to unknown people
in MUIEs

*Most platforms will allow users to configure whether these communication channels are open to strangers
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Scale considers the breadth of users that distribute and receive immersive content. In one-to-one
interactions, as one user shares content and one user receives it. This could include private
conversations or privately sharing a virtual object, much like direct messages or private chats on
2D. In one-to-many interactions, multiple users receive content shared by a single individual,
such as a virtual object placed in a public space. This is similar to most user-generated content
on existing social media platforms. Finally, MUIEs can facilitate many-to-many interactions, in
which multiple users both contribute and receive content. This is comparable to group chats,
chat rooms, collaborative platforms such as wikis, and MMOs.

THE CURRENT LANDSCAPE FOR CONTENT MODERATION AND ONLINE SPEECH
Online platforms continually innovate to make digital communications safer, more engaging, and
easier to use, encourage creative expression, and meet their growing user bases’ evolving needs
and expectations. 12 MUIEs can draw from the tools and best practices that existing platforms
have developed when shaping their own content-moderation approaches. The expansion of the
Internet and Internet-enabled devices has allowed individuals to exercise their right to freedom of
expression and opinion globally. At the same time, the open and user-driven nature of Internet
communications also creates opportunities for malicious misuse. Bad actors can exploit online
platforms for their own gain. As people increasingly rely on these platforms to interact with and
understand the world around them, these malicious users’ online activities can translate into
real-world harms. Platforms therefore develop content moderation approaches to mitigate the
potential for harm by preventing bad actors from abusing their services and minimizing the
impacts of those who do.

Real-World Impacts of Online Content
After over two decades of evolution in consumer Internet services, it has become clear that usergenerated content reflects the best and the worst of the “offline” world. The proliferation of
digital communications services demonstrates that, overall, there is value to the types of content
that appear on these platforms. But although a mostly open Internet can positively impact
people’s lives, there should still be limits online to prevent less desirable, or outright illegal,
content from harming individuals. 13
Online communications platforms have expanded opportunities to exercise free speech and
creative expression in many ways. They have created virtual spaces to build new communities
across physical distance, often offering systems of support that would not otherwise be possible.
User-generated content have also enriched civic engagement, advocacy, and political speech and
amplified voices from marginalized communities. And digital communications platforms
continually create new channels for creative expression and innovation. This expanded access to
information, community, and opportunity can positively impact users’ daily lives.
Unfortunately, not all user-generated content is positive. At a certain point, content can cross the
line from welcome forms of free expression to unwanted or harmful activity. Where to draw that
line depends largely on laws, as well as the norms and expectations of individual platforms and
their users. But certain forms of content are widely viewed as unacceptable, including mis- and
disinformation, harassment, and hate speech. This kind of content can have a wide-reaching
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impact in the real world, including social and political consequences, emotional harms, and, in
some cases, targeted violence.
The most egregious instances of malicious activity online violate laws and norms of acceptable
behavior and can cause lasting real-world harm. For example, non-consensual pornography (NCP,
aka “revenge porn”) can inflict emotional, economic, and in some cases even physical harm on
victims. 14 Other exploitative content, such as child sexual abuse material (CSAM), can also
proliferate on online platforms if sufficient safeguards are not in place. And violent content, or
content threatening or inciting violence, can cause emotional harm to targets even if it does not
translate into action.
Online platforms can significantly impact how individuals express themselves and experience the
world. While they must follow local laws in the United States and other countries where they
operate, they are ultimately private arbiters of speech and the policies governing them can play
an outsized role in shaping user speech and safety. 15

The Regulatory Landscape for User-Generated Content
Content moderation practices represent a combination of regulatory compliance measures,
industry best practices, and policies or mechanisms that address the unique needs and
expectations of individual platforms’ users. Although a significant portion of content moderation
and user conduct policies and practices are self-regulatory, platforms develop these within the
framework of laws and regulations that apply to both the service providers and individual users.

Relevant Laws and Regulations in the U.S. Context
In the United States, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act protects online
communications platforms, from social media to crowdsourced review websites, from liability for
the content that users share on their platform. 16 Many experts and advocates credit this law for
allowing an open Internet to flourish as platforms had the freedom to experiment with different
moderation approaches without fear of legal repercussions for good-faith efforts to mediate the
interactions on their services. Because the law applies broadly to interactive computer services, it
will also apply to future communications platforms—including immersive experiences.
However, this allowance does not mean current or future digital communications platforms are
wholly exempt from legal compliance. First, there are exceptions to the intermediary liability
protections under Section 230. Since its introduction in 1996, courts have determined several
exceptions to the liability shield Section 230 provides, namely when platforms directly induce or
develop (rather than unknowingly facilitate) illegal content; if they fail to remove content that
constitutes a breach of contract, or fail to warn users of known illegal activity; and if they
selectively repost such content (thereby acting as a publisher) or fail to act in good faith. 17
Further, under the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers and Fight Online Sex Trafficking Acts
(SESTA/FOSTA), service providers also lose Section 230 protections if they appear to host
content promoting prostitution. 18 Platforms are also responsible for removing content that
violates intellectual property rights. Under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA),
service providers are expected to remove copyright-infringing content when notified by
copyright owners. 19
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Due to intermediary liability protections and safe harbor provisions, other laws that address
online content primarily target harmful or illegal activities by individual users. Activities
prohibited in “real life” are still against the law if they take place online. These include credible
threats of violence, fraud and identity theft, and trafficking. Further, the most extreme instances
of online abuse can be prosecuted under related laws, such as those that address defamation,
harassment, stalking, or extortion. 20 A handful of state-level laws further dictate acceptable
content and conduct online. For example, most states and the District of Columbia have
implemented “revenge porn” laws that hold perpetrators (rather than platforms) accountable for
disseminating non-consensual pornography. 21 A few states have recently introduced laws meant
to address new threats from synthetic media, including “deepfake porn” and targeted mis- and
disinformation. 22

Policy Gaps
Although the U.S. regulatory landscape addresses many of the potential harms from online
content and conduct, there are still notable policy gaps that, to date, have fallen on platforms
and other industry actors to fill. Policymakers are already trying to catch up to rapid changes in
communications technologies and two-dimensional media. If left unaddressed, these gaps will
only widen as new, immersive mediums are more widely adopted. Most of these shortfalls come
from inadequate protections against malicious activity and platform abuse. For example, there is
no federal law or guidance on identifying and removing harmful synthetic media. Policymakers
should ensure that the regulatory landscape provides sufficient guidance for platforms, necessary
guardrails to protect against malicious misuse, and adequate protections against or legal
recourse for victims of online abuses.

Global Considerations
Although this report focuses on U.S. companies and regulatory considerations, it is important to
note that content policy decisions (and the laws that dictate them) will impact a global user
base. Outside the United States, most democratic countries have intermediary liability laws in
place with similar goals to balance protecting free speech and mitigating risks. 23 However, not all
countries in which platforms operate will have similar commitments to free expression. In many
cases, platforms may find themselves responsible for making decisions about these trade-offs in
precarious environments. 24 Further, content policies that promote online speech in one context
may facilitate malicious misuse in another. For example, community guidelines that allow users
to post anonymously can offer valuable protections for dissident voices online but also conceal
the identity of harassers. Or, on a broader scale, policies that turn to government sources to
determine parameters for acceptable content might help platforms successfully identify and
remove dangerous organizations or misinformation in countries with strong protections for speech
rights but inadvertently limit online speech in more precarious human rights environments. Thus,
platforms should develop moderation and monitoring approaches that are adaptable enough to
balance privacy, safety, and free expression across a global user base. 25
Platforms often have to comply with laws and regulations in many countries, which may put more
restrictions on their content moderation practices than those in their host countries. For example,
Germany’s Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz (NetzDG) requires platforms to remove unlawful
content within 24 hours of notice. 26 Other regulations, such as strict anti-defamation laws, may
place additional responsibilities on companies operating across a wide range of regulatory
environments with varying parameters of legally permissible speech. In some cases, governments
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can use vaguely worded laws prohibiting certain types of content such as defamation or extremist
propaganda to justify demands to remove dissenting or other speech they deem unfavorable. 27

How Communications Platforms Define and Identify Unacceptable Content
Platforms typically set additional parameters for acceptable content beyond what may be limited
by law based on the nature of their service and the expectations of their users. Even for illegal
content, platforms generally choose how to monitor for and respond to this kind of content. There
is a broad consensus on what platforms should moderate and how to do so for some of the most
egregious forms of illegal, harmful, or otherwise unwanted content. For example, platforms and
regulators can agree that content such as CSAM and violent terrorist content should be
expeditiously removed from online platforms, and laws such as the DMCA and federal criminal
law provide clear definitions to identify and respond to unlawful content.
Other forms of content are generally viewed as unacceptable but may be more difficult to define
or identify accurately. For example, it can be difficult to identify whether intimate media was
posted with consent, set the parameters for defamatory content or hate speech, or determine
whether violent imagery is dangerous or informative. Similarly, there is no clear definition of misor disinformation or guidelines for when to remove false or misleading information. The
responsibility largely falls on platforms to determine the parameters for this content and develop
policies to respond to it. As social media and other digital communications platforms have
evolved, they have developed increasingly complex content policies and practices to respond to
harmful content and protect the free speech of users.

Content Moderation Practices on 2D Platforms
Most 2D platforms, including social media platforms, multiplayer games, and even enterprise
collaboration tools, have developed robust content moderation approaches that take into
consideration the needs and expectations of their user base, advertisers, and content creators;
relevant laws and regulations; and the trade-offs that may exist between promoting speech and
protecting their users from harm both on- and offline. Based on these considerations, platforms
will adopt content moderation models that usually include some combination of community
guidelines, user reporting, and proactive moderation from both human moderators and machinelearning tools. 28
There are many reasons for taking action on content. In some instances, these actions are a
direct response to legal takedown demands for unlawful content or copyright infringement, while
in others, they may be due to content that violates a platform’s terms of service or community
guidelines but is not expressly illegal. In the former case, the necessary action is usually
straightforward, but in the latter, it is largely up to the individual platform or service to decide
how to respond. Further, content that may present some risk of harm (or may not be desirable to
most users), but that does not directly violate terms of service, could benefit from different
enforcement actions than content that is in direct violation of relevant laws or platform rules. 29
Content moderation has evolved significantly over the past several decades as the need for more
nuanced approaches has become increasingly evident. Platforms that host user-generated
content rely on a set of tools to identify potentially harmful content and take necessary actions.
First, they utilize both automated systems and human moderators to detect and respond to
unacceptable content. Automated systems can be a valuable tool as they can process higher
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volumes of content more efficiently—but not necessarily more effectively—than human
moderators. Automated systems are particularly useful for preemptively identifying and removing
or flagging content that has well-defined parameters, such as CSAM or copyright infringement.
However, automated systems are susceptible to over- or under-moderation of more contextdependent content, such as extremist content, hate speech, harassment, or other violent or
offensive content. 30 For these decisions, human moderators can make more accurate calls on
whether content violates internal policies.
User controls can also be a part of a platform’s overall content moderation approach. Users may
find some content that does not reach the threshold of rules violations offensive or harmful, and
tools such as blocking other users or hiding unwanted content can protect individual users
without limiting others’ speech. Further, due to the volume of content, most platforms rely on
user reporting to identify potentially rules-violating content.
If content does violate platform rules (but not content-related laws), platforms can take actions
that will impact user speech and safety in different ways. Rather than simply removing the
content or user from the platform, either permanently or for a specific period, they may choose to
add “friction” to slow the speed at which other users share it. Platforms may also use this type of
response to give more time for fact-checkers to review potential mis- and disinformation. 31 They
may also choose to include more contextual information, such as fact-check labels or violent
content warnings. Or they may demonetize the content or impose other financial restrictions on
the account to take away any financial incentive users might have to post inflammatory content
that violates community guidelines in a bid to attract viewers. The consequences for violating a
platform’s content rules, especially in professional or educational situations, may be offline, such
as someone getting fired from their job or suspended from school. These approaches form a
valuable foundation for content moderation, but no system is perfect. The sheer volume of
information flowing across these platforms makes it virtually impossible to always catch even the
most clearly harmful content, and this effort is made even more difficult by the ambiguity around
other forms of content where the line between free expression and harmful speech can be
difficult to draw. For example, moderators require additional context to decide whether a user is
airing legitimate grievances or engaging in hate speech or incitement to violence. And in some
instances, content that is acceptable in one context may violate terms in another, such as hate
groups using coded language or even individuals using words or phrases that have different
meanings across cultures. Further, new forms of content, such as real-time audio and video
communications and synthetic media, present new challenges that existing industry standards
may not be sufficient to address. The immersive, multimodal nature of MUIEs will likely
exacerbate these challenges.

USER ACTIVITIES AND CONTENT MODERATION IN MULTI-USER IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES (MUIES)
Content moderation is a complex effort across platforms, and MUIEs are no exception. Many of
the considerations, challenges, and components from 2D platforms are also necessary
components of MUIE content policies. However, immersive experiences contain unique elements
that present specific challenges for developing and enforcing content policies. First, there is a
greater variety in types of content that MUIE platforms mediate, including not just digital media,
but also virtual environments and real-time verbal and non-verbal communication. Second,
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content policies will vary based on the intended (as well as potential and unintended) use cases
for platforms, including professional collaboration, casual socializing, and gaming and
entertainment. Third, MUIE users may access experiences with varying levels of immersion, from
fully immersive head-mounted displays to two-dimensional computer screens—which means
platforms must develop policies that address varying perceptions of the same experience. And
finally, MUIEs can use a combination of direct moderation approaches, community standards,
and user controls to shape user experiences—but the immersive nature of these interactions
raises unique challenges in balancing user safety with privacy and free speech objectives.
Table 4: Elements of MUIEs that can impact content policies

Element

Components

Moderation Challenges

Environments, objects, actions

Ephemeral content and nonverbal
communication; adding friction to
three-dimensional, real-time, interactive
content; technical challenges in
differentiating harmful and non-harmful
elements; challenges identifying and
removing unlawful content

Professional, social, entertainment

Establishing norms of behavior through
content policy and user controls;
policies for multiple use contexts on the
same platform

Immersion Level
and Means of
Access

Fully immersive (HMD), partially
immersive (HUD or mobile device), 2D
(personal computer or mobile device)

Different perceptions of the same
experience based on level of immersion;
definitions of unacceptable content will
vary by level of immersion; need to
implement adaptive, contextually
relevant moderation approaches

Moderation
Approaches

Moderated, community-based,
delegated

Need to balance safety with privacy and
free expression

Content Type

Use Context

Elements of MUIEs
MUIEs share a number of traits with their two-dimensional counterparts. However, their ability to
merge physical space with virtual elements, or mirror physical actions in virtual spaces,
distinguishes them from other digital communications platforms. In order to understand how
these technologies can shape online speech, it is important to recognize the content that
comprises these experiences, the different contexts in which they are used, how users access
virtual spaces, and the different ways that platforms monitor and moderate user activities.

Types of Content
Unlike more traditional digital media platforms, content in multi-user experiences includes not
just the media that users produce, but also their actions, real-time interactions and activities,
and the spaces in which these take place.
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First, there are environments, or the digitally rendered, three-dimensional spaces that users
navigate in an immersive experience. These may be fully virtual (i.e., the entire space is digitally
constructed in VR) or partially virtual (i.e., digital elements augment or alter physical
surroundings). Environments may be built by a platform provider, users, or a combination of the
two. For example, many social VR platforms allow users to alter templates or build environments
from scratch. Environments are an important differentiating feature for MUIEs that quite literally
set the stage for all interactions and activities within an immersive experience.
Second, objects are digitally rendered elements that users can manipulate or interact with.
Objects include two-dimensional digital media (such as images, text, or video) within a virtual
space as well as digitally rendered, three-dimensional elements placed within a virtual
environment or overlayed on physical surroundings. Like environments, objects may include
platform-provided elements as well as user-created content. In some instances, users may
purchase or trade these virtual assets. Although this type of content is likely the most analogous
to traditional understandings of user-generated content, it presents unique challenges for both
automated and supervised content moderation.
Finally, actions broadly comprise the ways in which users conduct and express themselves in
immersive experiences. In fully virtual environments, this includes the avatar a user selects.
Depending on what the platform allows, this could range from a photorealistic replica of their
physical appearance to a completely different animated character. It also includes how
individuals interact with others through these avatars, including gestures, actions, and proximity.
Real-time interactions, including audio conversations, also fall within this category. Unlike
environments or objects, actions are solely user-driven, making this an important area for robust
content moderation approaches that allow users to interact with one another in safe and
engaging ways.

Use Context
MUIEs can also be defined by their use context, i.e., their intended purpose. Although social
applications and multiplayer games are perhaps the most well-known example of MUIEs,
immersive technologies can enrich collaboration and communication in a variety of settings. For
example, MUIEs have significant potential in professional settings. Fully immersive meeting
spaces present a more interactive and realistic alternative to in-person meetings for remote
teams. And AR and mixed reality (MR)—an extension of AR technologies that not only displays
virtual objects over physical space, but also allows users to manipulate or interact with those
objects using physical motions such as hand gestures—can allow individuals to share, interact
with, and even manipulate digital objects in real-time, whether or not they are in the same
physical space. Similar solutions can also be valuable to distance learning, research, and other
educational uses. In this context, the users represent a very specific group of individuals
interacting for a specific purpose, who may also interact with each other outside of the MUIE
setting. Although such enterprise and education-focused applications are still in their early
stages, this segment is expected to grow rapidly in the coming years. 32
In contrast, MUIEs created for entertainment, such as multiplayer games or interactive media,
can host a broad set of users who might only interact within the context of that experience.
However, like professional or education contexts, users will interact with one another for a
specific purpose (i.e., within the structure and objectives of the entertainment experience, such
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as a game or performance). Further, in addition to specific games or entertainment experiences,
MUIEs can also serve as multi-purpose social platforms. 33 Although these may have a general
theme or objective, they are most analogous to the two-dimensional social platforms that carry
the bulk of digital communications today. Here, users may represent a broad range of interests
and objectives, as well as varying levels of familiarity with one another.
In many instances, MUIEs will serve multiple purposes. For example, multiplayer games can also
involve socializing beyond the necessities of play, and a platform that offers social experiences
could also serve as a professional meeting space. Because of this, content moderation practices
will have to be flexible enough to adapt to different use cases, while still providing sufficient
safeguards against harmful or unwanted content across a given platform.

Level of Immersion
The term “immersive experience” can apply to a wide range of technologies. Users may access
MUIEs using computers or mobile devices, heads-up displays that allow them to maintain
situational awareness, or head-mounted displays that fully submerge them in a virtual
environment. The means of access—and subsequent level of immersion—can impact how a user
engages with and responds to a virtual environment. For example, in fully immersive VR
environments in which users embody avatars and access a virtual environment through an HMD,
they may perceive the experiences of virtual versions of themselves as their own, and conversely,
the characteristics of their avatar can impact their perceptions of their physical selves. 34 This
sense of being “really there” is a unique and valuable attribute of immersive experiences, but
also means that both positive and negative interactions can have greater impacts on individuals’
emotional wellbeing. 35 At this level of immersion, every aspect of the experience is digitally
rendered—and therefore, also mediated. However, users may also experience fully virtual
environments through two-dimensional screens, such as a personal computer or mobile device.
They may encounter other users who are using similar devices as well as those using fully
immersive HMDs. In this case, every aspect of their experience is similarly rendered, but they do
not have the same first-person, embodied experience as they would when using an HMD. 36
Meanwhile, partially immersive AR experiences allow users to view and interact with digital
elements, including other users, in their physical space using HUDs or mobile devices. Although
this experience may be more “hands-on” than two-dimensional media, users still have an
awareness of their real-world surroundings, removing the “really there” element of immersion.
Here, only the digital elements are directly rendered (i.e., mediated) by third-party providers—
but they are not independent from physical surroundings. For example, a digital overlay could be
used to alter someone’s appearance, or add objects to a space. Therefore, this collision of virtual
and physical elements is also an element of content policy for these experiences, as platforms
must set parameters for both which physical spaces are acceptable to interact with (e.g., through
geofencing or other technical tools) as well as parameters for acceptable augmentation of those
spaces (e.g., monitoring for defamatory or otherwise offensive additions to buildings, open
spaces, or other people).
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Figure 1: Examples of levels of immersion for MUIEs

Moderation Approaches
Drawing from existing content moderation as well as real-world mediation approaches, MUIEs
implement content monitoring and moderation models that vary based on use context, platform
objectives, and user expectations. Most employ a mixture of moderation approaches in order to
enforce their community guidelines and other policies.
Currently, many popular MUIE platforms employ a community-based model, in which users
create and moderate spaces according to both platform-wide guidelines and rules that they
establish specifically for that space. 37 Here, enforcement is driven by user reporting and
decision-making by community moderators and, when necessary, platform staff. This model is
similar to community-driven social discussion forums such as Reddit, Facebook Groups,
or Discord. 38
MUIE platforms may also elect to include more direct monitoring in their content moderation
approaches. Conceptually, this is most analogous to social media platforms that rely on a more
centralized content moderation approach based on user reporting, automated decisions, and
human moderators. However, implementation is unique to MUIEs, as some may elect to have
moderators “physically” present within the virtual environment, or otherwise monitor or review
real-time interactions in addition to visual content.
In some use contexts, such active moderation may not be necessary. For example, workplace or
education-oriented platforms may rely on employers or instructors to develop and enforce policies
that align with other policies unique to each organization. This delegated moderation approach is
most similar to enterprise communications platforms, such as Zoom, Slack, or Microsoft Teams.
Here, while providers may include guidelines for appropriate use in their user agreements, they
will primarily rely on user and administrator controls to meet the unique needs of the
implementing organization.
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Examples of MUIE Elements in Existing Platforms
Although MUIEs are still in their early stages, there are a number of platforms currently available
for both personal and professional use. Below are examples of some of the most well-known
platforms on the market and the elements that make up their content policy approaches.

Social and Entertainment Platforms
AltspaceVR, owned by Microsoft, is an immersive social platform focused on multi-user events. 39
Individuals and organizations can host events using platform-provided or user-generated spaces,
or create their own custom spaces. Event hosts and participants interact through avatars which
users create from a selection of options within the application. AltspaceVR serves a variety of use
contexts, from casual gatherings to events and conferences. While it is primarily built for fully
immersive VR, AltspaceVR is also accessible through Windows Mixed Reality headsets and
desktop computers. 40 The platform’s community standards establishes parameters for acceptable
content pertaining to harassment, bullying, unwanted advances, disclosing personal information,
impersonating employees, sharing inappropriate content, and respecting personal space;
however, the parameters for inappropriate content only apply to publicly available spaces. 41 The
platform enforces these rules through a combination of user reporting and “concierges,” or
company representatives present within these spaces. Users can mute, block, or kick out other
users, and control their experience with options such as activating a “space bubble,” or virtual
barrier that prevents other avatars from coming too close. 42
Rec Room is an immersive platform focused on multi-user games. 43 The content in Rec Room is
largely user-generated, including spaces and activities, objects, and outfits and accessories for
avatars. Although the purpose of Rec Room—playing games with others—is fairly straightforward,
the variety of activities means that acceptable conduct may vary slightly depending on the
context of each unique space. Players can access Rec Room from multiple devices with varying
levels of immersion, including HMDs, computers, game consoles, and smartphones. The platform
has a basic code of conduct as well as safety guidelines for players to follow, and relies primarily
on volunteer community moderators and user reporting for content monitoring. 44 The platform
offers user safety controls including an adjustable personal space bubble and the ability to mute,
block, or report other users. Players can also create invitation-only private spaces that allow them
to interact only with users they have personally selected. Rec Room also offers “junior accounts”
for users 12 and under. 45
VRChat is a social VR platform driven by user-generated content, including virtual environments
and activities, virtual objects, and fully customizable avatars. 46 The platform is used almost
entirely for socializing and entertainment, but like other immersive platforms with user-generated
spaces, the use context and acceptable conduct will vary between different spaces. VRChat users
agree to baseline community guidelines and terms of service, but different experiences within
the platform may impose additional rules. 47 Although the platform is geared toward fully
immersed VR users, it is also accessible via a desktop application.

Professional Platforms
Horizon Workrooms is the professional collaboration application in Meta’s “Horizon” suite of VR
applications, which also includes Venues for virtual events and Worlds for social experiences and
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activities. Unlike social and entertainment platforms, the environments and most spaces in
Workrooms are built by the platform. 48 Users may add content to the spaces, such as by drawing
on a whiteboard or sharing a screen, but content moderation focuses primarily on user actions.
Users in VR interact through avatars, while those on computers join in the format of a more
traditional video call. Workrooms is built explicitly for professional collaboration, and content
policies are specific to this context. For example, the first level of moderation comes from the
team leader or system administrator, who has the ability to remove users. However, teams and
individual users agree to follow the Facebook Community Standards or Conduct in VR Policy, and
users can report violations of these policies directly to the platform. 49
Spatial is an immersive communication and collaboration platform that allows users to meet
virtually in either pre-built spaces or custom environments. 50 Users interact through threedimensional avatars generated from 2D images, or through video chat. 51 They can add notes in
real time also “bring in” digital media including documents, web pages, and virtual 3D models.
Although focused on enterprise use, there are not restrictions on the kinds of gatherings that can
be hosted in Spatial; use contexts include education, professional collaboration, and events and
presentations, and individuals can access these gatherings from VR or AR headsets, AR-enabled
mobile devices, or desktop computers. 52 Perhaps because of this versatility, Spatial utilizes a
variety of content moderation tools including human moderators, technical controls, and user
reporting to enforce relatively robust community guidelines that specify what is considered
acceptable conduct and content to upload and share on the platform. 53 Room hosts also have the
ability to mute or remove disruptive users at their own discretion. 54

Content Moderation Practices and Challenges in Immersive Experiences
As with more established two-dimensional platforms, user interactions and activities in MUIEs
can have lasting real-world impact. The underlying concerns are similar: securing users’ speech
rights while mitigating the potential for emotional, economic, and even physical harm as a result
of online activities. The best of 2D multi-user platforms can also be seen in MUIEs: they can
connect individuals across distances and offer otherwise inaccessible experiences to a small but
growing community of users. 55 But the reverse is also true: hate speech, harassment, and other
potentially harmful interactions can take place in these virtual environments. 56 Because of this,
some of the best practices that these 2D platforms have developed can serve as a blueprint for
content policy in multi-user AR/VR. However, while some challenges (and their solutions) may be
similar and replicable, others will not translate directly into immersive experiences.
It is worth noting that the different elements of MUIEs will often interact and overlap. For
example, user-generated content and conduct will vary between use contexts (e.g., using
different avatars for social and professional experiences). But they also present distinct
considerations when developing appropriate content moderation practices.

Content
As discussed, user-generated content in MUIEs encapsulates a much broader set of elements
than their two-dimensional counterparts. The different types of content—and the ways in which
they depend, build on, and interact with one another—require a more holistic approach to
mediating these virtual spaces. User-generated content in the form of environments, objects, and
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actions presents unique considerations for content moderation by platforms as well as speech
from users.
First, because the full experience is digitally rendered, it is more difficult to establish clear
definitions of what constitutes user-generated content and establish clear parameters for
acceptable conduct. Monitoring for offensive language or imagery is one thing, but fully
immersive platforms also have to consider gestures and nonverbal actions that users may present
through avatars. Indeed, nonverbal cues are a necessary component of realistic, engaging multiuser immersive experiences—but they are also more difficult to identify or moderate. 57 Platforms
moderating nonverbal actions have to distinguish rude gestures, coded hand signals, or violent
actions from other nonverbal gestures—for example, distinguishing a violent slap or punch from
a high-five or fist bump. Further, the three-dimensional and often interactive nature of immersive
content distinguishes it from traditional digital media. Not only can users observe this content
from multiple vantage points, they can also manipulate or interact with it as they would physical
objects. And the wide range of user interactions with one another and the digital elements in
their environment are often synchronous and ephemeral, meaning much of this immersive
content is generated in real-time and is not easily retained for future review.
These distinctions are exacerbated by the different types of content. Environments, objects, and
actions each serve distinct purposes in MUIEs, so platforms cannot approach all immersive
content in the same way. User-built environments will likely have different guidelines for
acceptable use than user-created objects, since environments serve as spaces for user interaction
while objects may be a component of these interactions. Further, objects themselves may be
acceptable content, but the ways in which users interact with them may break platform rules.
One oft-cited example of this is the “Ugandan Knuckles” incident, in which some users on the
social VR platform VRChat used a 3D model of a cartoon character to harass other users by
physically blocking space and making offensive and racist comments. 58 Put simply, there are
both more avenues for user speech and new vectors for malicious misuse in MUIEs than in other
platforms for multi-user interaction.
Because of this, immersive content introduces new technical, behavioral, and legal compliance
considerations for platforms. At the most basic technical level, it is challenging to distinguish
individual digitally rendered objects. For example, technical tools alone might not be able to
identify an offensive poster on a virtual wall, weapons or other violent objects on a virtual table,
or inappropriate or even copyright-infringing imagery on an avatar’s virtual clothing. Because of
this, it can be difficult to identify and flag unacceptable content for removal through automated
systems—and there is also the possibility that objects or environments that fall within a
platform’s rules for acceptable content could be mistakenly removed.
Immersive content will also require different understandings of user behavior and behavior-based
moderation approaches. As this report has discussed, many two-dimensional multi-user platforms
have found some success balancing speech and safety by introducing measures that add
“friction” to posts (i.e., reduce engagement without removing the post). For example, a platform
might add fact-check labels to potentially misleading posts, or put a content warning on violent
imagery. However, these approaches might not have the same effect in three-dimensional
spaces. User engagement with MUIE content is meant to feel like interactions with real-world
objects and individuals: they can view immersive content from multiple angles, interact with it,
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and in some instances even manipulate it in real-time. It seems unlikely that a two-dimensional
content label would significantly discourage engagement with this type of content. Some experts
have suggested more hands-on approaches, such as bystander intervention training, but these
are largely voluntary and could be difficult to scale. 59 Further, because most immersive
experiences are driven by real-time interaction, a significant portion of the user-generated
content in MUIEs will require new and highly adaptive monitoring and moderation approaches
that address the challenges of ephemeral content—something existing platforms are already
struggling to accomplish. 60
Finally, immersive content could raise new legal and compliance questions. As this report has
discussed, there are certain types of content and communications that platforms are legally
obligated to remove or otherwise address, and MUIE providers must also comply with these
requirements. Many of the content challenges discussed above will also apply to identifying and
removing illegal material in MUIEs. For example, it is more difficult to stop real-time, verbal
conversations than it is to remove written messages or posts, or to distinguish illicit objects from
an “acceptable” environment. There are also definitional concerns when it comes to areas such
as intellectual property law, particularly as MUIEs become more hyper-realistic. For example,
immersive experiences may contain unauthorized virtual replicas of patented works, or serve as a
channel to distribute unlicensed digital media. Companies may be faced with “virtual knockoffs”
of their works, and some are already taking steps to maintain ownership over key elements such
as logos, slogans, and designs in immersive spaces. 61 Further, location-based AR experiences
blur the lines of physical property and virtual additions—that is, real-world objects or locations
may remain physically untouched but significantly altered virtually for users within an AR
experience. Conversely, the virtual media that AR devices may superimpose on physical space
(including public spaces or private homes) could include copyrighted material or reveal protected
trade secrets. 62 While intellectual property protection on websites, distribution platforms, and in
video games or other interactive media may inform approaches for MUIEs, the immersive and
lifelike nature of these platforms may raise new questions about acceptable use, definitions of
parody, and First Amendment protections for creative expression. 63

Context
In the “real world,” different social settings have distinct norms of behavior—and the same is
true of different virtual spaces. The definitions of acceptable content and conduct will vary
between different use contexts for MUIEs. For example, users will behave differently in a
multiplayer gaming environment than in a professional meeting or collaborative space. What is
acceptable or even expected in one context could be inappropriate or even dangerous in
another. 64 Therefore, understanding use context, and communicating these expectations to
individual users, is critical to enable individual expression while also ensuring user safety.
The idea that individuals will alter their behavior in different virtual environments is not unique
to MUIEs. In today’s digital world, a person may present a different version of themselves on any
number of platforms. For example, they may post casual photos, use profane language, or provide
extensive details about their personal lives on the social media platforms they use to connect
with friends and family while behaving in a much more professional manner on workplace
collaboration platforms or career-oriented websites. MUIEs will exacerbate this effect by
combining digital media with real-time user actions and simulated face-to-face interactions.
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Because immersive experiences are meant to mirror or enhance the “real world,” norms of
behavior are foundational to these spaces as the underlying social fabric of virtual worlds.
Research into virtual environments has found that these expectations often form organically,
driven by user engagement and self-policing. 65 However, as MUIEs become more widely used in
different contexts, providers will have to develop a more concrete set of rules for user behavior
that take into consideration factors such as experience objectives, user demographics, users’
familiarity with one another, and types of user-generated content that can exist in an experience.
Use context is also rarely clear-cut, and platforms often have to adapt their services—and
corresponding content policies and guidelines—to meet evolving use cases. This evolution can
enrich virtual experiences by expanding the ways in which users can engage with one another
and their virtual environments, but it can also complicate how platforms approach content
moderation or limitations on user activities. For example, the popular online multiplayer game
Fortnite introduced a “Party Royale” mode, a non-combat multiplayer environment where
participants can socialize and attend events. 66 But when the entertainment-focused platform
hosted a panel discussion about race in America, some attendees used an in-game feature to
throw virtual tomatoes at the Black panelists on screen as well as at other players. 67 In the
context of the battle royale game or most activities in “Party Royale” mode, this would fall within
the parameters of acceptable conduct. But in the context of a serious discussion on a sensitive
topic, these features inadvertently enabled harassment and other inappropriate behavior. These
challenges will inevitably arise in more immersive multiplayer and multi-user experiences as well,
particularly as both their user bases and scope of potential use expand.
Regardless of the intended or actual use context, platforms also have to consider users’ likely
familiarity with one another when developing moderation approaches. In a private one-on-one
conversation between two individuals who are friends, colleagues, or otherwise known to one
another, privacy needs will likely outweigh safety concerns. Here, content policies should focus
on blocking mechanisms or other user-controlled tools. But a one-on-one conversation between
strangers (such as unsolicited messages or game features that match random players) presents
greater risk of abuse, as users could involuntarily find themselves in an experience with someone
engaging in lewd, harassing, or otherwise inappropriate behavior. This may require more active
moderation approaches, such as automated tools to detect inappropriate content or more robust
user reporting features. Similarly, a private group or gathering (such as an internal company
meeting) may turn to community or administrator moderation tools such as muting, blocking, or
booting disruptive members rather than direct monitoring, while an open multi-user environment
(such as a social experience open to anyone) may necessitate more active moderation from
platforms themselves.
In between these two extremes, individual users may share information with multiple known
users, such as sending a message or sharing a virtual object to a group of friends, or to multiple
unknown users, such as adding items to a virtual environment or broadcasting a message on a
public channel. Here, moderation approaches should seek to balance the privacy and speech
rights of the user sharing the content, as well as the safety of users receiving it. For example, in a
one-to-many interaction among familiar users, those on the receiving end have elected to
participate in an interaction, while in the same kind of interaction among strangers, it is possible
that users will involuntarily receive communications that are offensive or otherwise unwanted.
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Because it is possible that most MUIEs could host any of these combinations, platforms should
develop content policies that can adapt to the different concerns they present.
Table 5: How priorities and enforcement mechanisms may vary on different communications platforms

One-to-One

One-to-Many

Many-to-Many

Familiars

Policies emphasize privacy;
rely on user-controlled tools

Policies balance privacy
and safety; rely on usercontrolled tools

Policies emphasize privacy;
rely on community or
administrator moderation

Strangers

Policies emphasize safety;
rely on user reporting and
automated tools

Policies balance privacy
and safety; rely on user
reporting, automated tools,
and active monitoring

Policies emphasize safety;
rely on user reporting and
active monitoring

MUIE providers must not only develop contextually relevant content moderation and monitoring
approaches, but also help new users understand the norms and expectations of a given space.
Entering an immersive experience for the first time can be jarring—it is more difficult to simply
observe and get a sense of how these environments operate than it would be on a twodimensional multi-user platform. 68 This means that even well-intentioned users might violate
community guidelines or unwritten norms of a virtual space when they first enter. Further,
dynamics that exist in real-world social environments also translate into virtual space. For
example, one study found that women who enter social VR experiences take actions similar to
those they would in a real-world scenario, such as avoiding large groups of male-presenting
avatars. 69 Because interactions in MUIEs can feel more high-stakes than less immersive
alternatives, it is necessary to find ways to safely and effectively introduce new users to virtual
environments. For social and entertainment MUIEs, this responsibility will largely fall on
platforms themselves. However, other use contexts, such as workplace or education settings, may
also require similar efforts from the organizations providing them. Understanding these dynamics
and developing moderation approaches to both enforce the rules and encourage appropriate
behavior is crucial for MUIEs.

Immersion
The level of immersion in MUIEs establishes how users perceive the virtual elements of an
experience as well as other participants. In AR, they will understand these elements as additions
to their physical space; in fully immersive VR, they will experience a virtual environment as its
own independent space. This presents important considerations for content moderation at
different levels of immersion.
In AR, multi-user experiences encompass either shared perception of virtual objects in the same
physical space (such as virtual artwork in a park) or real-time, shared perception of virtual
objects by users in different physical spaces (such as remotely sharing 3D models). Thus, in AR,
content moderation approaches have to consider not only the digital content that users generate,
but also how that content augments real-world locations, objects, or even people. This is
particularly important when AR elements can be “anchored” in physical space—that is, when
multiple users can view and even interact with the same object in the same space. Here, the
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virtual content can have direct real-world impacts. 70 For example, virtual signposts could
misdirect users and put them in dangerous situations (such as criminals luring victims to areas
where it would be easier to rob them). 71 And users could place derogatory or defamatory
messages on a private home or business—or even “pin” content on a person—without the
individual or owner even knowing they were there. In addition, how users interact with the digital
elements of AR can also present content policy challenges. For example, a multi-user experience
that allows participants to create virtual objects and anchor them in physical space would have to
find ways to encourage creative expression while discouraging defacing or destroying others’
virtual works. 72
Meanwhile, in addition to moderating virtual elements themselves, VR content policies should be
primarily concerned with how people interact with virtual objects and other avatars. Although
they can transcend the laws of physics, fully immersive environments should be governed
primarily as physical spaces because users will often experience them as they would the “real
world.” For example, users should not be permitted to engage in actions that would be
inappropriate in physical space within virtual experiences. This includes relatively low-impact
actions such as standing too close to another person as well as malicious or violent activity such
as stalking, harassment, or assault. 73 And as with AR content, users should also be discouraged
from defacing or destroying virtual objects or environments. This necessitates a complex system
of permissions and content monitoring that encourages users to engage and interact with one
another while also reducing instances of platform abuse.
Means of access will also impact experience, as well as the ways in which platforms can
approach content. If users access a virtual space from different kinds of devices, they will have
different perceptions of their environments as well as actions. For example, someone accessing a
VR space from a headset may have a more acute perception of personal space, while someone
accessing the same environment from a computer could be less sensitive to these boundaries.
Similarly, someone viewing AR content through a mobile device will be more anchored in
physical space than someone using a HUD. Some actions, for example standing close to
someone else’s avatar or seeing an object thrown at their screen, will therefore feel less
“lifelike,” and therefore present less risk of psychological harm. Thus, even in the absence of
malicious misuse, this makes it more challenging to develop and enforce norms of behavior when
individual users experience varying levels of immersion.
Because levels of immersion will have a significant impact on user experience as well as the
parameters of acceptable use, MUIE providers must be prepared to implement adaptive,
contextually relevant content moderation approaches that consider the complex set of actions
and interactions that form the experience. Further, user controls should anticipate the different
means by which users might access these environments and provide them with tools to shape the
experience to their personal safety and comfort preferences. For example, many multi-user VR
environments allow users to set invisible perimeters around their avatars to prevent others from
invading their personal space.

Approach
All of these considerations must come together to form perhaps the most challenging aspect of
immersive content platforms: moderation approaches. Private communications channels can rely
largely on user-driven moderation (e.g., the ability to leave an interaction or block certain users
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from contacting them), but public and semi-private platforms require a much more
comprehensive approach. These platforms need to establish approaches that mitigate harms
while still allowing for meaningful interactions in experiences. Community-based moderation
relies heavily on established norms within user communities, which may be difficult to maintain
organically as platforms scale. Further, the few industry standards and best practices that do
exist developed largely based on after-the-fact user feedback, rather than more preemptive
considerations. 74
On one hand, MUIEs can sometimes offer preemptive measures to restrict user conduct and
monitor for harmful content. For example, avatar movements can be automatically restricted,
such as by limiting the hand gestures that are displayed or preventing avatars from standing too
close to one another. 75 They also allow for more participatory moderation, such as the ability to
capture real-time conversations for future review or place moderators directly in an immersive
experience, either as avatars themselves or invisible observers. On the other hand, these same
controls can overly limit user expression and also raise notable privacy concerns. Critics of
extensive monitoring in immersive spaces have noted that people will likely behave differently
and limit what they do and say if they know they are constantly being watched, or potentially
being watched—and while this might achieve the objective of discouraging harmful conduct, it
will almost certainly have a more widespread chilling effect on user speech. 76
Platforms need to find the right balance between established rules, active monitoring, user
reporting, and individual user controls. Most platforms have baseline requirements for conduct
that users agree to when signing up for their service. For example, all users must abide by
Facebook’s community guidelines as well as a Conduct in VR Policy when using an Oculus
headset, regardless of whether they are using one of the company’s software applications. 77
These guidelines are valuable for users who may be new to these experiences and need help
understanding the standard norms of behavior that are expected of them. But unless they are
truly enforceable by either hardware providers or individual platforms, they might not deter users
who would intentionally violate these rules. Therefore, some level of moderation and content
monitoring must exist in order to properly identify and respond to rules-violating behavior.
One way to strike the right balance between safety and privacy is to implement user controls that
allow individuals to shape experiences to meet their needs and expectations. For example,
immersive experiences might let users choose how wide of a perimeter—if any—they would like
to have around their avatar, set filters that would prevent them from engaging with certain types
of objects or environments, or mute or block other users in addition to reporting inappropriate
behavior. This allows platforms to develop moderation and monitoring approaches that fill in
these gaps and prevents them from making wide-ranging moderation decisions for a diverse set
of users.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ONLINE SPEECH IN AN IMMERSIVE FUTURE
As this report demonstrates, MUIEs raise new considerations for user safety and free speech
protections. Because immersive spaces can feel just as tangible as physical space, users may
expect to exercise speech rights in immersive spaces as they would in the real world or in certain
small- and large-group communication platforms, such as Zoom meetings, which may include
some administrative moderation controls but generally do not feature moderation actions from
platforms themselves. But because these are mediated, virtual spaces, there can be more
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restrictions on user activity as platforms attempt to shape these experiences to meet the needs
and expectations of their users. Indeed, the governance role of immersive platforms—especially
fully immersive experiences—is perhaps even more critical than their 2D counterparts, because
they mediate every aspect of user interactions from where they can go to whether and how they
can interact with others. For large-group social or entertainment experiences, they must not only
make direct content moderation decisions (such as removing or flagging content or suspending
users), but also decide how community moderators and individual users will be able to shape
their own experiences and the experiences of others through tools such as muting, blocking,
kicking out, and reporting other users. 78 And while platforms may not engage in direct, active
moderation of private discussions, they still shape the contexts in which these interactions take
place. For example, a platform that offers both large-group gatherings and private conversations
may apply certain limitations across the board (e.g., restricting where virtual objects can be
placed in AR or preventing avatars from making violent motions in VR). Further, platforms that
are primarily intended for professional use make decisions about the kinds of controls that will
be made available to system administrators (e.g., muting users) as well as individual users. This
responsibility will only grow as these platforms continue to scale up and expand to a wide variety
of contexts.
Beyond individual or small-group interactions, organized activity will also look different in virtual
spaces than it would on 2D platforms. For example, on two-dimensional platforms there might be
a page or group dedicated to a cause or political position, or a “viral” post that raises awareness
among new groups of people. But in MUIEs, this could take the form of large real-time
gatherings or mass coordinated efforts to alter physical space with digital imagery. For example,
a multi-user VR platform might find users organizing a protest within one of its environments—
but unlike a “real world” protest, the platform provider would have the ability to limit access to
that environment, restrict what users could do in that environment, or even decide whether to
permit counter-protestors in the same space. Meanwhile, an AR platform might find the
equivalent of a viral social media post displayed in public spaces, on buildings, or even attached
to individuals—and moderators would have to determine whether this falls within the rules for
acceptable use, or constitutes virtually defacing these spaces and should be removed.
These unique capabilities—and subsequent challenges—raise important considerations for both
platforms and the policymakers shaping the regulatory landscape in which they must operate.
First, as MUIEs gain more widespread adoption, it will be important to consider how network
effects impact the governance role of providers. Today’s MUIEs host only a fraction of the world’s
digital communications, and users are spread across a number of different platforms. If one
platform does not meet an individual user’s needs or expectations, they have several options for
alternatives. But this structure is not guaranteed in the future—just as social media user bases
condensed around platforms where they found existing social ties, it is possible that only a
handful of MUIEs will dominate the market, with the leading platform (or platforms) mediating a
significant share of person-to-person and large-group communications. This would mean that
their content moderation decisions could have outsized impacts on individuals’ abilities to share
and receive information as well as exercise their speech rights in digital spaces. While this may
not present significant concerns if the dominant platform(s) and the countries in which they
operate share values of free expression and rule of law, such wide-reaching control over how
individuals interact could stifle online speech when these values are not present, such as in
countries with overbearing censorship laws.
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Second, the wide range of use contexts raises questions about who is responsible for monitoring
and regulating user conduct in different types of immersive experiences. For example, to what
extent should an employer using a virtual meeting platform be responsible for handling
misconduct within that experience? This has implications not only for online safety and content
moderation, but also employee privacy and workplace safety. Although platforms may be able to
provide guidelines or user controls, they are unlikely to provide direct moderation services.
Therefore, it would become the employer’s responsibility to balance privacy and safety within
these environments. Similarly, in social or general-use MUIEs, policymakers should consider the
extent to which law enforcement should be permitted to engage in virtual spaces and provide
guidance for platforms.
Finally, MUIE providers face challenges similar to those of their 2D counterparts when
developing policies and practices that will apply to a global user base. Not only will they have to
determine how existing laws governing online speech apply to immersive content; they also have
to adapt these experiences to multiple cultural contexts. Actions or objects that are offensive in
one part of the world might be acceptable elsewhere. The challenges around real-time content
will only become greater as more languages come into play, and in avatar-based immersive
experiences, varying cultural norms around nonverbal communications as well as dress codes
could further complicate content moderation and monitoring approaches. Over-moderation of
these nuances can limit online speech and free expression—including in parts of the world where
there are already precarious environments for free expression.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Immersive experiences have the potential to bring people together across distances to socialize,
collaborate, and share knowledge in an environment that fosters free expression. However, as this
report has discussed, the feeling of being “really there” and the ability to alter physical space
raises unique challenges for content moderation and online speech. As with 2D platforms, the
onus should fall primarily on immersive platforms themselves to develop and implement the
necessary safety measures to meet the needs and expectations of their users. However, users
should still be held accountable for their speech and conduct. To that end, policymakers should
work with platforms to establish the necessary tools to protect and enforce the legal rights of
individuals and businesses. Policy efforts should focus on two key areas: first, ensuring the legal
and regulatory landscape sufficiently protects both users and non-users from the most egregious
potential harms from platform abuse; and second, establishing necessary guidelines to help
platforms navigate novel challenges for content policy and online speech.

Recommendations to Mitigate Potential Harms From Malicious Actors
Policy approaches for immersive experiences should prioritize identifying and mitigating potential
for actual, real-world harm to individuals—both those who are using the platforms, or those who
may be impacted by platform abuse. Although the medium may be different, the greatest
potential harms from MUIEs are similar to those from other multi-user platforms, including social
media and other digital communication channels. As these platforms become more widely used,
they will become increasingly valuable targets for bad actors. In order to mitigate the potential
for malicious misuse of these platforms, policymakers should ensure that laws that address
violent, defamatory, or otherwise illegal online content sufficiently cover the potential harms from
immersive experiences. Further, law enforcement bodies should start working with platforms now
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to develop clear definitions of unlawful content or conduct and establish channels to improve
coordination on efforts to remove the most dangerous forms of content.

Strengthen Protections Against Potential Real-World Harms
One content policy challenge that MUIEs will almost certainly inherit from their two-dimensional
counterparts is the potential for virtual actions to lead to real-world harms. Policymakers should
ensure that there are legal measures in place to protect individuals from physical, emotional, and
reputational harms that could arise from malicious misuse of digital communications platforms,
regardless of the format.
There is a serious risk to personal autonomy with a technology that makes it relatively simple to
impersonate another individual (e.g., using their likeness to create an avatar) or falsify recorded
media (e.g., manipulating virtual environments or modifying physical surroundings without a
user’s knowledge). Platforms will almost certainly have terms of use that prohibit this kind of
activity and may also implement technical controls to better detect and respond to violations of
these terms. But because of the content moderation challenges discussed in this report, such as
context-based moderation and limits on technical tools, some instances of abuse might still
make it through.
Policymakers should ensure that there are sufficient protections in place for victims of fraud or
identity theft who may suffer reputational, emotional, or economic harms. Further, laws
protecting victims of harmful online material, such as CSAM and non-consensual pornography,
should address the ways in which this content might be created and distributed on immersive
platforms. For example, VR pornography is already available; it would be entirely possible to not
only share sensitive or explicit imagery without consent, but also to use non-consensual images
or videos to create immersive pornographic experiences. 79

Create Channels for Platforms and Law Enforcement to Work Together to Tackle Highly
Dangerous Content
As with two-dimensional platforms, whether certain content is acceptable will vary among MUIEs
based on their intended use, user base, and available user controls. However, there is a role for
policymakers to support platforms in identifying and responding to the most egregious instances
of harmful content and abuse. This includes CSAM, illicit activity and transactions, malicious
mis- and disinformation, organized violence, and terrorist content.
With input from stakeholders in civil society and the private sector, federal law enforcement and
intelligence agencies, such as the FBI, DHS, and ODNI, should provide guidance to help
immersive platforms create definitions for this kind of activity across content types (i.e.,
environments, objects, and actions). These definitions would enable MUIE providers to better
identify this kind of content on their platforms and help law enforcement understand how threats
might appear in this new medium. This would also create a valuable foundation for future efforts
to combat online threats in immersive experiences.
Further, in order to coordinate effective responses to this kind of content, these agencies should
establish a forum that brings together immersive platforms—as well as their 2D counterparts—
and government actors to share information about dangerous or illicit activity and other potential
threats to real-world safety. There is already precedence for this kind of collaboration, such as
the coordinated effort to track disinformation campaigns in the lead-up to the 2020 election. 80
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This kind of formal coordination will allow platforms to more effectively identify and refer
credible threats of violence, organized disinformation, and other unlawful activity to the
appropriate enforcement agencies. In addition, this can enhance information-sharing across
jurisdictions at the state and federal level, which will be increasingly important as immersive
experiences reduce barriers of physical distance.
It is important to recognize that this kind of content will likely constitute a small fraction of
content or users. Therefore, such an initiative should mitigate online threats on MUIEs while
ensuring the speech rights of the majority of users who are not engaging in dangerous or unlawful
activities. There should be clear guidelines regarding the information that platforms disclose:
platforms should not be required to share any private information beyond their legal obligations,
and the scope of additional information that agencies request should be limited and disclosure
fully voluntary.

Recommendations to Empower Providers to Develop Innovative Solutions
In order to preserve free speech, policymakers should clearly and narrowly define specific forms
of illegal content. Beyond that, they should ensure the regulatory environment for MUIEs allows
developers to take an iterative approach to content moderation as their user bases and use cases
expand. Policymakers can enable platforms to develop policies and practices that encourage
online speech while also protecting user safety by supporting laws that encourage good-faith
content moderation and providing guidance to address the unique considerations immersive
experiences raise for both creative expression and user safety.

Develop Voluntary Guidelines for Addressing Harmful Content in Immersive Experiences
Protecting users and enabling speech in immersive experiences will require significant
forethought and resources. But established industry standards can help platforms translate
existing best practices from two-dimensional media into three-dimensional experiences as well as
develop new approaches that address the unique challenges their immersive services present.
The Department of Commerce should work with platforms and other stakeholders to develop a set
of voluntary guidelines for identifying, responding to, and reporting on harmful content in
immersive experiences.
Key focus areas for such a framework should include:
▪

Definitions of how certain types of unwanted-but-not-illegal content, such as hate speech
and harassment, present in immersive spaces

▪

Best practices for human moderation of immersive content, including conduct guidelines
for in-world moderators and considerations for other forms of real-time monitoring

▪

Recommended user controls that can help platforms balance safety with privacy and free
speech, such as blocking, muting, and filtering capabilities

▪

Guidelines on when and how to use different content and conduct moderation
approaches, such as restricting content sharing or suspending users

▪

Guidelines for content moderation and monitoring in different use contexts, including
how to adapt content policies to new and evolving uses for platforms
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As more individuals use MUIEs in their social and professional lives, new challenges as well as
best practices will likely emerge. Therefore, any voluntary framework should be iterative with
clear processes to update it as new concerns from policymakers, platforms, users, and experts in
key fields such as online safety and free speech emerge.

Create a Working Group to Develop Guidance on Intellectual Property and Copyright
Protections
As discussed in this report, MUIEs present new considerations for intellectual property laws that
dictate the parameters of content ownership and permissible use. In order to properly identify
and address violating immersive content, MUIE providers will need a clear legal framework to
work from. Congress should establish a working group in cooperation with the U.S. Copyright and
Patent and Trademark Offices to develop guidance on key areas of intellectual property and
copyright protections, such as:
▪

Ownership of digital versions of physical goods, both within and across different
immersive platforms (e.g., what constitutes a “virtual knockoff” and what are the legal
repercussions for these?)

▪

Ownership of virtual objects or environments created, shared, and sold by individual users
or other third parties (e.g., who is allowed to replicate—and potentially profit from—
digitally rendered materials?)

▪

Parameters of fair use of non-immersive trademarked items in immersive spaces (e.g., is
reproducing a real-world object or figure in a cartoonish environment fair use?)

▪

Rights over digital layers on top of physical spaces in AR (e.g., who should be permitted
to overlay virtual elements on privately owned physical spaces, images, or media
displayed in the “real world”?)

In addition to the questions above, it is important to recognize that many MUIEs are driven by
intra-platform economic exchange, such as individuals or companies selling virtual objects that
users can interact with. And AR/VR enthusiasts hope that one day, users will be able to transfer
virtual assets across platforms. 81 This raises important questions about cross-border exchange of
digital goods. For example, when—if ever—should virtual exchanges be treated as imports or
exports? Using the initial set of guidelines as a baseline, this working group should also consult
with trade authorities including the USTR to address these questions related to international
trade and offer recommendations as to whether and how immersive digital goods should be
included in trade agreements.
This working group should prioritize building a framework that promotes innovation, fair
compensation, and creative expression in this growing immersive digital economy. Members
should solicit feedback from platforms, individuals and companies who are creating virtual items
for immersive experiences, industry actors whose businesses depend on robust intellectual
property protections, and civil society experts.

Ensure Intermediary Liability Protections Extend to Immersive Platforms
As online communications become more immersive and experiential, intermediary liability
protections for service providers will be critical. MUIE providers should have the flexibility to try
new approaches to content moderation in this new medium, and intermediary liability
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protections—namely those provided under Section 230 of the CDA—provide the necessary legal
shield to encourage this kind of experimentation. As policymakers consider proposals to amend
Section 230 or otherwise alter the regulatory landscape for Internet intermediaries, they should
include not only existing communications platforms, but also new mediums that are emerging such
as MUIE, in their deliberations. For example, if new laws encourage over-moderation, this could
have outsized impacts on users in immersive experiences where platforms can moderate not only
the content they post, but also real-time gestures and interactions with other users or virtual
objects. In order to encourage online speech in this new medium, Congress should not make
significant changes to Section 230, and should instead focus on strengthening federal criminal law
to address harms from malicious misuse of platforms operating in good faith—and punish
immersive platforms that expressly engage in unlawful activity. 82

CONCLUSION
As digital platforms have become increasingly valuable tools for interpersonal communication and
free expression, they have also revealed just how challenging it can be to balance overarching goals
of promoting online speech with protecting user safety and privacy. As MUIEs gain more
widespread adoption, they will inherit many of these challenges—and present new considerations
as users, developers, and policymakers explore what a more immersive future might look like. As
these efforts continue, self-regulation and industry standards will be necessary to establish best
practices for content policies in these immersive environments. But policymakers should also look
to the lessons learned from existing platforms to establish necessary safeguards and ensure the
companies developing these technologies face a regulatory environment that encourages—rather
than dissuades—innovative approaches to content monitoring and moderation that balances user
speech, safety, and privacy in immersive communications.
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